
What do bodies
mean?





E  m о̄ h i o t i a  a n a  a  w a h o
k e i  r o t o  h e  a h a .  

Everyone has the right
to understand their
body on their  own
terms.  No matter how
anyone else tries  to
define your body,  i t
belongs to you,  and you
are allowed to choose
what i t  means and how
you feel  about i t .  

Let 's  take a look at
some myths and facts
about what bodies
mean.

One cannot know from the outside
what is  contained within.

Donna



M Y T H F A C T

The kind of
sex you can
have depends
on your
genitals

All  genitals  are just  parts  of  our bodies
that can feel  good sensations and bad
sensations .  Your genitals  don’t  decide
which sensations you do or don’t  want
to experience,  or  which types of  sex you
do or don’t  want to have.  You get  to
choose .  Your imagination is  the l imit ,
not  the shape of  your genitals .

Changing
your body is
all  about sex

Your body belongs to you,  so you get  to
define your own reasons for changing it .
Your reasons might include sex ,  or
might not .  I t ’s  okay for parts  of  your l ife
to be about sex ,  and it ’s  OK for parts  of
your l ife to not  be about sex .  Your
transition is  part  of  your l ife ,  so you get
to decide how much it ’s  about sex on
any given day.  No one else can decide
that for you,  and no one is  entit led to
the details  about which parts  of  your
life involve sex and which don’t .



M Y T H F A C T

Small  penises
are feminine,
and large
penises are
masculine

The size of  a penis doesn’t  make it  more
masculine or feminine.  A large penis is
no more masculine than a small  one,  or
a vagina,  or  an eyebrow.

Penis size doesn’t  determine gender ,
sexual preferences ,  or  anything else .  

Testosterone
makes people
sexually
aggressive and
dominant/
Estrogen make
makes people
sexually
submissive

Hormones actually affect  each body
differently .  The way each body absorbs
hormones is  unique,  the way each body
reacts  to absorbed hormones is  unique,
and the final  effect  of  those hormones
on our sexuality is  even more complex
again.

Our sexual feelings and desires don’t
come straight from our hormones ,  they
also come from all  the other parts  of
ourselves .

I t ’s  true that  hormones can affect  how
frequently or how strongly we have
sexual feelings ,  but they don’t
necessarily make us want ,  or  stop
wanting,  certain roles or types of  sex .
We get  to choose what we want and how
we behave.



M Y T H F A C T

Sam

Men have flat
chests .
Women have
breasts

Everyone has breast  t issue,  and all
breast  t issue is  functionally the same.
Everyone starts  off  with the same
amount of  breast  t issue,  but breast
tissue can increase depending on levels
of  certain hormones ,  as  well  as  genetic
factors .  This can happen to anyone
during puberty .  

I t  can also happen to anyone who takes
medications containing certain
hormones ,  whether that ’s  intentional or
not .  Hormones are also responsible for
lactation,  and all  types of  bodies are
capable of  this  regardless of  gender or
assigned sex at  birth .  

Whether cis  or trans ,  i f  a  man has
significant breast  t issue growth,  that ’s
male breast  t issue.  If  a  woman has no
significant breast  t issue growth,  her
breasts  are sti l l  female breasts .  

Everyone has
a “normal”
penis or
vagina

It  is  normal for genitals  to vary in their
size ,  shape,  or  function.  I t  doesn’t  mean
anything is  wrong with your body,  and a
wide range of  variation is  normal both
from birth or as the result  of  taking
hormones or having surgeries .

All  bodies are part  of  human diversity ,
and diversity is  normal .



M Y T H F A C T

You can tel l  i f
someone
wants to have
sex by how
their  body is
responding

Erections ,  or  vaginal  lubrication,  aren’t
an indication that  someone wants to
have sex ,  or  is  having good sexual
feelings .  They are physical  body
responses that  can happen for multiple
reasons outside of  a person’s  control .  

The only way to know if  someone is
having good sexual feelings or wants to
have sex is  to ask them, and the only
way someone can know that about you
is if  you tel l  them. 

Penises are
weapons,  and
vaginas are
wounds

Vaginas and penises are just  organs,
they are natural  parts  of  bodily
diversity .  Violence is  a behavior ,  not  a
body part  or psychological  trait .

Nobody is  inherently dangerous on
account of  their  body,  just  as  nobody is
inherently incapable of  violence on
account of  theirs .  



M Y T H F A C T

People with
penises are
sexually
dominant and
people with
vaginas are
not

Your body doesn’t  decide how you have
sex,  including whether you want to try a
role l ike being dominant or submissive ,
active or receptive ,  carry out service for
a partner or ask them to do things for
you,  or  try to f ind things that  feel
exactly the same for everyone involved
at al l  t imes .  Those are choices that  you
get  to make.

Changing
your body will
change your
sexuality

Everyone’s  experience of  attraction is
different .  Some people are attracted to
the same types of  people they were
before ,  while for others i t  changes .  

How your gender is  seen by others ,  and
how they interact  with you based on
that ,  can also affect  your sexuality and
your options .  As you change physically ,
you might have new options ,  and you
might lose some of  the options you used
to have.

Brian



A C T I V I T Y

F A C T F E E L I N GM Y T H
Choose a myth
from the reading,
or think of
another myth
you’ve heard
about trans
people ’s  bodies .
Write i t  in this
column.

Add information
that you know
proves the myth
wrong here .  I t
could be personal
experience or
observation,  or
one of  the facts
from the reading.  

Write your
thoughts ,  feelings
and/or emotions 
 about the other
two columns here .
This can be
negative or
positive ,  however
you feel  about i t
is  okay.



Lila

C R E A T I V E  E X P R E S S I O N
The final  step is  to express your fact
and/or feelings in a creative way.  

You could write a short  story ,  poem, or
slogan,  or draw or paint a picture ,  or
create a meme or song or something
else which expresses how you see i t ,
and how you feel  about i t .  

Your creative expression might be very
literal  or very abstract ,  you can do
whatever works for you.  I t  might be
something that  is  just  for yourself ,  or
you might want to share i t  with others .
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